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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, an integral equation scheme for the anal~'sis of periodic photonic band-gap 
structures has been discussed. The integral equation is east in terms of electric flux density' 
and magnetic flux density'. A solution is constructed using the method of moments (l~~ol~~) 
b~' choosing Vector basis functions that satisfy' the requisite boundary' condition. In order to 
extend the integral equation scheme for the analti'sis of periodic structures, periodic Green's 
function is incorporated into this scheme. This scheme is applied to photonic band-gap (PBG) 
structures and serl'es to demonstrate that a change in the material constant of the medium 
can be used to shift the band-gap spectrum of a PBG structure. It has been proposed that 
band-gap tuning be affected b~' means of an externally' applied field. This renders photonic 
band-gap structures to useful applications like high-Q filters, optical s~~'itches, ca~'ities, lasers, 
antennas etc. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Periodic structures 
Periodic structures are abundant in nature and their interaction ti~~ith electromagnetic ~~~ati~es 
results in the formation of alloti~~ed and forbidden energ~T states. This results in distinct fre- 
quency characteristics like stop-bands, pass-bands and band-gaps a feature that renders them 
well to se~~eral applications in optoelectronics and communications. T~Tpical applications in-
clude frequenc~T selecti~~e structures (FSS), PBG cr~Tstals, high Q lasers, ~tiTa~~e-guide T-bends, 
optical interconnects, channel add-drop filters and micro-strip patch antennas, photonic fibers. 
Introducing a defect in this periodic structure affects the properties of this structure; band-gap 
properties can be tailored b~T changing the nature Of the defect: size, shape, form, material 
constant etc. rI'his has led to a ne~~T branch of nanostructures called band-gap engineering. 
1.2 photonic band-gap structures 
A class of materials which can affect the photon properties is termed as photonic crystals. 
Pioneering ~~Tork in this field eras conducted by Eli Yablano~~itch and Sajee~~ John. A photonic 
cr~Tstal is a material that possesses a periodic index of refraction A photonic structure is a peri-
odic arrangement of materials ~~rith different material constants. Depending on the size, shape 
and composition of the unit cells, light propagates differentl~J in the photonic cr~Tstal. PBGs 
can be one-dimensional: multila~Tered films, Bragg stacks, t`~ro-dimensional: arrangements of 
dielectric c~Tlinders [4] or columns or similarly shaped holes in a substrate, or three dimensional: 
`good-pile structures, diamond lattices) [1]. photonic band-gap structures can be realized by 
ha~~ing a periodic arrangement of air-holes in a dielectric substrate Or a lattice Of high refracti~Te 
index material embedded ~tirithin a medium of a lower refracti~Te index. 'hypically it is obser~~ed 
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that dielectrics embedded in a lover refractive index medium have smaller band-gaps. Of late 
GaAs compounds have also been used to construct near optical photonic cr~Fstals [6, 7J 
The first photonic crystal vas produced b~T ~rablanovitch and his group in 1991 b~T drilling 
holes a millimeter in diameter into a block of material of refractive index of 3.6 [10, 11J. This 
material kno~~rn as ~Cablanovite vas the first structure to exhibit a 3-D band-gap. A 3-D 
band-gap, also called a cornplEtE band-gap occurs `when the band-gap range overlaps for all ~~r 
steradian. A crystal with a complete gap serves as an ideal mirror for light along all directions. 
Earl~T theoretical investigations explored several cr~Tstal structures fora 3-D band-gap. Notable 
among these are the face centered cubic (FCC} crystal [2, 11], the diamond lattices ,simple 
cubic [3] cr~Tstals. 
Another example of a PBG tivith a 3-D band-gap `vas the wood-pile structure, proposed b~T 
the Ames Laborator~T. Sandia National Laboratories found a technique for the mass-production 
of these structures in 1999 [12]. 
1.3 Literature review 
As mentioned earlier, the theoretical foundations for the anal~Tsis of PBGs `vas laid btiT Eli 
~ablanovitch and Sajeev John. A plane-wave expansion method `v~,s used to anal~Tze dielec-
tric PBGs b~T the Ames Laboratar~T group [13J in 1990. It must be noted that plane wave 
methods are expensive in terms of time and memar~T and inaccurate as they are unable to 
model discontinuities in the permittivity [14]. An efficient finite difference method for periodic 
structures vas used for computation of propagation constants of guided wave propagating in 
arbitrary directions [15J. rhhis method, ho`vever is not amenable to the E-field formulation. Y. 
Rahmat-Samii and H. I~'Iasallaei used a mare efficient finite difference time domain (~'Dr1~D} 
method `with periodic boundary condition/perfectly matched la~Ter (PBC/PI~1L} for the char-
acterization of different t~Tpes of band-gap structures [16]. Pron~T's extrapolation scheme vas 
used to accelerate this method. Finite Element methods have also been proposed to model 
these structures [lSJ; however the~T need boundar~r conditions to be explicitl~T imposed. The 
'hransfer l~~atrix 1~lethod ('1'i~~~~) has also gained much popularity in recent years; in this 
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method the material is subdi~~ided into an number of parallel plates and l~~Iax"rell's equations 
are discretized in the time-domain. The trans~Terse fields, bath electric and magnetic, of one 
unit cell are related to another b~T approximatel~T estimating the propagation constant in terms 
of the lattice dimensions of the unit cell [19]. Other computational methods used to anal~Tze 
PBGs are the time dependent beam propagation method [20], Green's function method using 
~Tector VVannier functions [21]. 
Tunability in PBGs is of enormous importance for se~Teral applications like filters, optical 
s`~Titches, ca~~ities, lasers, antennas etc. It is a ~~rel1-kno~~rn fact that in non-magnetic materials, 
periodic ~~ariation of refractilTe index can be used to tune the band-gap spectrum. C.-S. fee's 
group stressed the role of wage impedance as opposed to permeability or permitti~Tit~T in tuning 
the band-gap [22] and demonstrated this fact for magnetic photonic crystals [8]. 
In this thesis, an integral equation (IE) based approach is proposed for the anal~rsis of 
tunable photonic band-gap structures. In IE methods, the Green's functions used in the 
integral equation based techniques implicitly account for the boundar~T conditions as apposed 
to finite-element and finite difl~erence methods. Therein lies the ad~Tantage of IE methods. The 
integral equation is solti~ed using ~~ector basis functions that impose normal continuity of the 
fields [23]. The integral equation is ~~alidated b~T comparing the far-field patterns of a sphere 
obtained numericall~T against anal~rtical results. ~%alidation of the periodic green's function has 
been done by comparing the transmission spectra from a continuous slab against analytical 
results. 
It is further demonstrated that by changing the efrecti~re dielectric and magnetic properties 
of the medium, a shift in the band-gap can be afrected. These properties can changed by the 
application of an external field. Band-gap tuning is thus achie~~ed by means of an external 
magnetic field, of particular application in sensor applications. 
1.4 Organization 
'Phis thesis is organized as follO~~ls: Chapter 2 outlines the combined-field ~~olume integral 
equation for the frequenc~T-domain problem and its con~Tersion to a matrix equation using 
the method of moments (~~ol~~~. Chapter 3, briefl~T describes the ~Talidit~~ of this method bar 
means of se~~eral test cases -first purel~~ dielectric bodies, purel~T magnetic bodies and later on 
dielectric and magnetic bodies. The scheme described in Chapter 2 is tested and tunabilit~~ of 
the structure is demonstrated in Chapter 4 b~T means of se~Teral test cases. These adequatel~r 
serlTe to demonstrate the applicabilit~T of this scheme to the modelling and anal~~sis of various 
band-gap structures. Finall~T, Chapter 5 summarizes the contribution of this v~Tork. 
CHAPTER 2 FORMULATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
In this Chapter, a combined field 1~olume integral equation is deril~ed. The solution to this 
equation is obtained b~T discretizing it ~~rherein the flux is represented using a set of basis that 
ha~Te finite support. This naturall~T leads to a matrix equation that ~~~ill be solti~ed for bath the 
electric and magnetic flux densities. In ~~~hat follo~~Ts, ~~~e shall derilTe the appropriate equations 
and elucidate the procedure necessary far obtaining a matrix equation. 
2.1 Description of the problem 
Consider an inhomogeneous body ~~~ith magnetic permeabilit~T ~c(r) and electric permittil~it~T 
E (r~ occup~Ting a ~~olume V in free space and bounded b~T a surface S. The body is assumed 
to be isotropic and is immersed in an ambient electric and magnetic fields gi~~en b~T Ei (r} 
and Hz (r) respecti~~ely. rI'he incident field ma~T ha~~e arbitrary polarization and direction of 
propagation. The time dependence is implicit and assumed to be e~`~~ . 
incident field 
~,igure 2.1 lnhomogeneous body immersed in an ambient electric and mag-
netic fields. 
The presence of the bod~T perturbs the field and the total electric and magnetic fiE~lds can 
be written as 
and 
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Et ~r~ = El ~r~ + ES ~r~ 
Hf ~r) = Ht ~r) + Hs ~r) 
2.2 Formulation of the integral equation 
(2.1) 
The scattered electric and magnetic fields ma~~ be represented in terms of the vector po- 
tentials A(r) and F(r) and the scalar potentials Q~e(r) and ~ih (r) as 
where 
ES(r) _ —jcaA(r) — 0¢e(r) — 1  O x F(r) (2.3) 
Eo 
HS(r) _ —jwF(r) — ~~¢h (r) -F 1  D x A(r) (2.4) 
~o 
r e—jkR 
A(r) _ ~~ J J(r')  R  dv' (2.5) L 
Eo r e—~kR
F(r) _ ~~ J M(r')  R  dv' (2.6) 
ti
1 e—~ kR
~e ~r ~ 4~Eo ,/,, 
Per ~ R dv (2.7) 
1 e — ~ kR
~h ~r~ ~~~o J,,~ Pn, (r ~ R d2, 
(2.8) 
l~ = c~,~.~/~.,c°E° is the free space wave number. In the above equations, R = ~r — r'~ denotes the 
distance bet`~~een the source and the observer points. The equi~Talent volume currents J (r) and 
M(r) are represented as 
J(r) = jc~;(E(r) — Eo)E(r) (2.9) 
n 
and 
M(r) = jc,~(~C(r) — µo)H(r) (2.10) 
pe(r} and ph(r) are the equi~~alent electric and magnetic charge densities and are related to 
the corresponding currents as 
~'' ' J~I'~ _ —7c.~'Pe~I'~ 
The integral equations described abol~e can be discretized using scalar basis functions [23] and 
can be solti~ed using the method of moments Galerkin formulation [24]. For ease of casting the 
integral equation in terms of functions that represent ph~Tsical quantities ~~~e ~~rill express the 
equations in slightly different form. 
2.3 Solution procedure 
2.3.1 Basis functions 
The integral equations described abo~~e are cast in terms of electric flux density and mag-
netic flux densit~T ~~~hich are normally continuous at the media interfaces. 
~~rhere 
J(I'~ = 3W~e~r~D~r~ 
M(r) _ ~W~ch(r)B(r) 








`'~%ith these ne~~r definitions in hand the integral equations can be recast in terms of D(r) 
and ~ B (r} . The integral equation can be discretized using scalar basis functions and sal~~ed 
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using the method of moments (?~~o~~} . The electric and magnetic flux densities is represented 
using tetrahedral basis functions proposed btiT Schaubert et al. [23]. rl'hese basis functions can 
be thought of as the three dimensional analogue of rooftop basis functions [25]. The material 
properties ~~rithin a tetrahedron are approximated to be constant. The choice of these particular 
basis functions preser~Tes normal continuity of the flux densit~T. This permits us to represent 




Dnfn ~r~ (2.1i) 
B ~r~ _ ~ Bnfn ~r~ X2.18) 
n=1 
~V being the number of unkno~~rns and ~ n and Bn being the unkno~~rn expansion coefficients. 
n ~' face with area a 
T+
n 
Figure 2.2 Geometrical Parameters associated with the nth face. 
rI'he spatial basis function (refer Figure 2.2) associated `~Tith the nth face is defined as: 
fn ~T~ _ { an +  Pn3 vn an 





where Tn are the pair of tetrahedra that share the nth face, an is the area of nth, face and 
vn is the ~~olume of Tn . rI'he ~~ector pn is defined from the free ti~ertex of Tn to the position 
~~ector r; pn is defined similarly except that it is directed to`~rards the free ~lertex of Tn .The 
subscripts refer to faces and the superscripts refer to tetrahedra. 7'he triangular faces residing 
on the boundary of ~j ha~~e basis functions that are non zero o~~er a single tetrahedron since 
onl~~ one of it is associated ~tirith those faces. 
V 
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2.3.E Matrix equations 
The integral equation is discretized using a Galerkin testing procedure. Using (2.17) and 
(2.18) and the symmetric inner product, < fm (r), gn(r} > = f~;. fm (r) • gn (r}dv, results in 
< f,,.,(r), D ~T~~ > -E-.7~' < f,,~(r), A~,(r) > -~ < f,,,~r)~ ~~n~r) 
-~ E o < frr. ~r) ~ ~/ x Fn (r) > _ < f,,, ~r) ~ ~' ir. 
~r) > (2.20) 
< f,,, (r}, B~ ~r~ > +7w < f,,,, (r), Fn~r) > -I- < f,,,, fir), ~~n~r) > 
1 -- — < f,,.,, (r), D x An (r) > _ < fm (r), H~~ (r) > 
~o 
Equations (2.20) and (2.21) represent 2N equations for the 2N unknown 
















E2 r e+ dv 1 Et r e- dv m( ) Pm ~" _ m( ) Pm 
T,+,,, vm Tn,, 
a'~t 1 HZ r~ h+ dv 1 H2 r h - dv 
3 ~rr~ T,+ vm ~'m 
rI'he elements of the interaction matrix are gil~en by 
— Dn (r} ~ , 
En (r) 
Z = 1 f r ~' x F r 
Eo 
Bn (r} Zhh,~~n =< f~~ (r} ~ > -}-~,.~, < f~i (r}, Fn








J ~' < fin~~'~~ ~~n~I'~ J (22i~ 
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Z =- 1  <f r DxA r > he,rr~n m ( ) ? n ( ) 
~~ 
~2.2s) 
'These integrals are evaluated anal~Tticall~~ [23]. The terms < fm , Din > and < f,,,,, Din > 
can be expanded as 
and 
< frr, (r), G~i; (r) > = J ~n(r)f~-~(r) • nds — J ~n(r)0 • f,,,(r)dv (2.29) 
.Is Jv 
frr~~r), ~~n~r) > = f ~~~r)f,.,,(r) • nds — J ~n~r)~ ' fr,,,(r)du (2.30) s v 
Following a similar procedure the terms < f~, (r), O x Fn(r) > and < f,,, (r), O x An(r) > 
can be expanded as 
f~-~(r), 0 x F~,(r) > _ — J (frr~(r) x Fn (r)) ~ nds (2.31) s 
f„~(r), O x An(r) > _ — J (f n (r) x An(r)) • nds (2.32) s 
using the Di~Tergence theorem and under the assumption that 
O x f~-, (r) = 0 (2.33) 
The volume and the surface integrals are computed using quadrature rules for tetrahedra 
and triangles respectively [2fi, 27]. The matrix equation can be solved using a iterative solver 
like 'I~~'QI~~R for the unknown electric and magnetic flux densities [28J. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS 
This section presents results for se~~eral test cases that ~~alidate the mathematical formula-
tions presented in Chapter 2. To do this ~tire will compare the numerically computed far-field 
patterns of canonical geometries likes spheres, spherical shells and infinite slabs against ana- 
lytically obtained scattering spectra. 
3.1 RCS of a sphere 
The sphere under consideration is immersed in a plane `~Ta~~e ~~rith electric field Eirzc and 
magnetic field Hine. The electric field is ~ polarized and is tra~Telling along the -~z direction. 
The analytical results are obtained using the I~~ie series expansion [29]. rI'he efrective radius 
obtained from the ~Tolume summation of the tetrahedral discretization elements of the sphere. 
Results are presented far a dielectric sphere of relati~~e permitti~Tity E~. = 10 in Figure 3.1. 
Excellent agreement is obser~~ed bet~~~een the numerically computed solution and the analytical 
results. Figure 3.2 illustrates far-field pattern far a magnetic sphere ~~rith relati~~e permeability 
~r = 10. 
3.2 RCS of a spherical shell 
~ thin spherical shell is subject to a x polarized plane `~ra~~e tra~Telling in the -{-z direction. 
Figure 3.3 sho`vs a ~~er~T close agreement bet`veen analytical and experimental ~~alues of far-field 
radiation patterns for t~~~o instances of a mixed media spherical shell; Er = ~, ~r = 2 and Er = 2, 








- Analytical RCS 
- Numerically computed RCS 
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Figure 3.2 RCS pattern of a I~Tagnetic Sphere of r = 0.01 , ~r = 10. 
3.3 Validation of periodic Green's function 
'l, he periodic Green's function described in the appendix is ~~alidated b~T calculating the 
transmission spectra from a slab of finite thickness ~~rhich is infinite along the other t~~ro axes. 
It is seen that the numerical results agree closely with the anal~~tical results [30]. 
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1~'igure 3.~ '1`ransmissian coefficient from a slab of ~r = 10. 
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CHAPTER 4 MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE PROTONIC BAND-GAP 
STRUCTURES 
4.1 Review of band-gap tuning methods 
Tunabilit~~ of band-gap structures in the optoelectronic and micro~tirave ranges opens up a 
plethora of applications viz. filters, high-Q resonators, lasers etc. 'Tuning of PBGs has been 
achieved b~~ infiltrating them with liquid cr3~stals [31, 32, 33] or intrinsic semiconductors [34J, 
floating magnetic particles in a colloidal media [35J or the application of external electric or 
magnetic field [8, 36] . 
4.2 Band-gap tuning using external field 
Tunable PBGs using ferrites is a ver~~ viable option in the microwave ranges since most 
ferrites have values of ~ quite different from 1. Ferrites are operated in the saturated state 
to minimize lasses. The ~ depends on the saturation magnetization, the micro~~Tave frequencti~, 
and the external static magnetic field Hex. It must be noted that in the optical range, the 
relative permeabilit~~ of ferrites ~ is equal to 1. 
Assuming the external static magnetic field in the direction of z. 'The ~ of the ferrite for the 
transverse magnetic mode subject to such a field remains the same as that of an unbiased ferrite 
as the dipole moments of the saturated ferrite media do not interact ~~Tith the external field. 
Ho`~rever for the transverse electric field, the magnetic field of the mode being perpendicular 
to Hem effects the ~ as sho~~rn in Bquation (4.1} [3 r, 38]. 




L+,%ex = ~0 1` ~ex 
wm = 1~0~! ~s 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
r is the ratio of the spin magnetic moment to the spin angular momentum, i.e. the gyromag-
netic ratio and Ms is the saturation magnetization of the ferrite medium. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Description of the PBS geometry 
The photonic band-gap structure used in the simulations is a t`vo-dimensional structure 
periodic along t~~ro of its axes and homogeneous along the third. It consists of a square lattice of 
air holes drilled in a material black that 5 la~Ters thick. The radius of the holes is 0.45a v~There a 
is the lattice spacing [16]. The thickness of each layer is 0.20x. A diagrammatic representation 
of this geometr~J is sha~~Tn in Figure 4.1. 
00000 ,00000 00000 
co 0 0 0 0 





Figure 4.1 5 Layer rectangular PBG. 
X 
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4.3.2 Dielectric structures 
The material slab of the geometr~r described earlier is assumed to be dielectric ~~Tith an 
E,. = 10.2. Reflection spectrum presented in Figure 4.2 displa~ls a TE band-gap corresponding 
to the normalized frequencies 0.21 < a/ao < 0.28 for normal plane wa~~e incidence. 'Phis agrees 
`Nell ~tirith the results presented in [16]. 
1 
m 
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Figure ~.2 Reflection spectrum from Dielectric PBG ~~rith Er = 10.2. 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 displa~~ the reflection spectrum for the same geametr~~ with Er = 15.0 
and Er = 20.0 respecti~Tel~~. 
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Figure 4.4 Reflection spectrum from Dielectric P$G ~~Tith E,. = 20.0. 
4.3.3 Magnetic structures 
Figure 4.5, 4.6 and Figure 4.7 displati~ the reflection and transmission spectrum fora mag-
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Figure 4.5 Reflection spectrum from Magnetic PBG ~~rith ~r = 10.2. 
4.3.4 Dielectric-magnetic structures 
Figure 4.8 displa~~s the reflection and transmission spectrum of adielectric-magnetic PBG 
of Er = 2.0 and ~r = 18.0. From the abo~Te figures, it is obser~~ed that the center frequenc~~ of 
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Figure 4.7 Reflection spectrum from I~~agnetic PBG ~~rith ~r = 20.0. 
This ~~alidates the fact that a change in the material constant of the medium can be used to tune 
the band-gap of a photonic structure. Further more, it has been theoreticall~~ demonstrated 
that the magnetic propert~~ of the medium can be ~~aried b~~ the application of an external field. 
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Figure ~.8 Reflection-transmission spectrum from Dielectric-l~~agnetic 
PBG ~~~ith Er = 2.0 and ~r = 18.0. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
This thesis presented an combined field integral equation scheme for inhomageneous three-
dimensional bodies. Periodic Green's function is incorporated into such a scheme and has been 
~Talidated. This scheme has been applied to photonic band-gap (PBG) structures. It has been 
demonstrated that by ~~ray of . numerical simulation that changing the material constant of the 
PBG structures, the position of the band-gap can be changed. It has been theoretically pro~Ted 
that material constant can be af~'ected b~T the application of an external static magnetic field. 
Thus by application of an external field, band-gap tuning can be achie~Jed. 
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APPENDIX PERIODIC GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Integral equation formulations of electromagnetic scattering from periodic structures have 
as their kernel the free space periodic Green's function. The periodic Green's function ma~~ 
be derived either as a response to an arra~l of line or point sources -the spatial domain or as 
a response to a series of current sheets i.e. the spectral domain. The spectral and spatial re-
sponses form a Fourier transform pair and are slo~vl~~ convergent summations. The convergence 
problem in either domain occurs due to the unavoidable singularities in the reciprocal domain. 
It has been shown that using basis functions with a wide support in the spatial domain speeds 
up the convergence of summations in the spectral domain [39]. The speed of convergence of 
the spectral Greens function also depends on whether the point of interest is ofd plane or on-
plane in the finite dimension of the structure, ofl=plane points aiding the convergence of the 
spectral formulation. Several methods have been proposed to overcome this problem,for in-
stance Poisson's transformation, Kummer's transformation, ~ ej~soglu's transformation, Shanks 
transformations etc [40, ~l, 42]. R. E. Jorgenson and R. I~~ittra have demonstrated by means 
of numerical experiments that using a combination of both the spectral and spatial domain 
summations is the most the most accurate and efficient ~va~T of computing the periodic Green's 
function [43] . Details of this method are discussed belo`v. 
Consider a planar arrangement of three-dimensional bodies infinitel~T periodic in the x and 
y direction. assume that the unit cell is of dimensions a. x b. rI'he 1I1C1dellt ~~rave is a plane 
`wave `vith a direction of propagation B `with respect to the z axis and ~ `vith respect to the x 
axis. 
In the spatial domain the currents induced in an unit cell at a point (x,y,z) due to point 
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sources at (x', y', z' } m a~T be represented as 
~~There 
J (x a y~ z) _ 
m=—oo n=—oo 
Prr~n = nax + mby 
~a.i) 
(A2) 
The phase shift k~ • p n.~n is due to the incident ~~~a~~e and can be calculated from Floquet's 
theorem. The response at each point (xo,y~,,z~,)ma~~ be summed to obtain the spatial-domain 
periodic Green's function 
Gp ~ro) _ 
00 00 
rr~=—oo n=—oo 
e ~ ~'Pmn 
47r~~P — P' — Pmn~~ -f- (zo — z')l
Like~~rise in the spectral domain, the currents can be e~~aluated as 




ab is the area of the unit cell and the reciprocal translation ~~ector ~,~,n is defined as 
k = 
2~n X 2~rm ,, 
rr~n 
a 
+ b Y 
~a.3) 
~a.~) 








~~rhere application of the radiation condition ~~ields 
~~ _ { ~o `l ~~rr~n _ C3l ! ~7r~ 
2j~y~ 
~2 ~~ ~l o ~ ~mn + yrr~ 
.~ ~/~~~rr~n + 1~ ~rr~ — ~~ f~~rrin + ~"ym ~ ~~ 
_ 2~; n 2~rm 









~'~%hen r̂~ = 0, the spectral domain formulation becomes singular and consequentlti~ its Fourier 
pair the spatial domain Green's function con~~erges slo~~~ljT. On the other hand the spectral 
formulation con~~erges rapidl~~ ~tiThen zo ~ z' i.e. the off-plane case. In order to accelerate the 
- ~~ 
con~Tergence of the spatial domain function (A.3}, the as~~mptotic beha~jior of e R is added 
to and subtracted from the periodic Green's function b~T mo~Ting off the xy plane cRab units 
~~Thich stands far c ab. The selection of the parameter c determines the ~~leighting gitifen to 
each domain i.e. hoer far "off-plane'' the point has to be far the spectral formulation to be 
in~~oked. Equation (A.3) is modified to 
Gp~ (ro) _ 
G pl(ro) _ 
00 
~'TpII'o) _ ~'TPl lTo) '~' ~'TP2lro) 
00 





e_~ko~/~P - P'—Pmn ~2+~z~-7f 12 
~~~I~P-P~ — Pmn~l +(zo — z~}2
e —~~o~I 
P-P~-Pmnll-}-(~z~,—Z~'-}-CRCLb~2 
`~7r~IP — P~ — Pmn I 2 + llZp — .Z~~ + cRab)2
e—~k~~Pmn 
e —~ ~~ ~/~P- P~ — Pmn ~2 +l IZ~,—Z~ ~-~C~Q.b~l̀
`~~yIP — P~ — Pmn~ 2 +~~zo — z~~~- cRab)~ 
Equation (A.11) remains in the spatial domain and con~~erges rapidl~T because the as~~mptotic 
beha~~ior is subtracted out. Equation (A.13) is smooth, non-singular and slowl~~ con~Terging. 
Its conl~ergence is accelerated by means of Poisson's summations formula. 
The abo~~e approximation is highl~T efficient and accurate. An appropriate selection of the 
parameter c ~~~ill distribute the computation e~~enly among the spectral and spatial domains. 
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